should think twice before dismissing the Orthodox Church as a potential area of research into the processes of religious renewal in the confessional age.
Linguistic barriers, political dislocations of the twentieth century, and a fragmentation of vision attendant on narrow historical specializations have conspired to obscure the attempts within the Orthodox Church to give it a new lease of life in the atmosphere of intense confessional rivalry characteristic of the period of religious change. To begin with, the range and availability of documentary evidence have largely determined historiographic outcomes. From the 1840s to the start of the First World War, learned associations in Imperial Russia, such as the national and regional Commissions for the Study of Archaeography ("arkheograficheskie komissii"), undertook a series of largescale publishing projects, aimed to make widely available documentary materials from the late medieval and early modern periods.5 Despite an occasionally tendentious selection of documents, for example, suppressing material that could belie Imperial Russia's "historic claim" to its western borderlands against the counter-claims of Polish nationalists,6 this was a pivotal development that gave momentum to subsequent conceptualisation of the history of the region. By 1914 extensive publication of primary sources had enabled historians to produce a range of scholarly contributions that shed light in particular upon the effects of the spread of Protestantism on the Eastern Orthodox Church in the Commonwealth.7 Other scholars' exploration of the subject was based on
